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(Almost) Everything becomes I(C)T and / or Content









Getting Brazilians connected at low cost is absolutely crucial



A major opportunity-challenge is emerging very quickly: 

Human-Machine / AI ‘Relations’
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Artificial
Intelligence

(AI)

Robots

Intelligent 
Software
Engines

Next Gen Interfaces 
NUIs, Touch, 

Gesture, Speech

The Internet of Things
Internet Everywhere

Smart Everything
Sensor Networks

Big Data
aka

“Data-Oil”

Tech, Media, Telecom, Communication Drivers:
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The great uncoupling 

Computing | Computers
Content |  Media Companies

Phone calls |  Mobile Operators
Television | Cable & Satellites
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Yesterday’s logic: captive customers
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A majority of your 2018 revenues may well result from 
products and services that don’t even exist today



Traditional 
Tech & Telecom

Habitat
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Now: the End of ‘Protected Spaces’ is near
Media

Telecom

Devices, Tech, HW
Banking & Money





Today

2015?









‘Digital’Physical
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Our society is going..
Mobile

Real-time
Always-on
Real-place

Into the cloud
Social everything
Fully personalized

Fluid & anticipatory



Photo by WallStreet Journal.com



Media is shifting from protection to engagement

Photo by WallStreet Journal.com



Trust

Technology
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Creators and 

Providers

Technology 
Companies, 

Devices Makers, Digital Platforms , 
Telecommunication & Infrastructure 

Providers

New 
Revenue
Models
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The 
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Add new values or become a commodity











Converged



The thing formerly known as Television...



Broadcasting meets Broadbanding:)



Disembodiment of 
Content & Media



Disembodiment of 
Content & Media

New Generatives
- not old hurdles!

*hat tip to Kevin Kelly



The shift from ownership to access: movies, music, books, education, money...
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Are you ready to 
serve?



Intelligent... Everything?



Image Source: https:plus.google.com/+nytimes
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Big Data means exponential growth in:



Big Data. Big Intelligence. Big Opportunities.
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Data and privacy regulation is absolutely crucial
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“With great power 
comes great 
responsibility” *Voltaire
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Hyper-collaboration not hyper-competition
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The ‘digital default’ requires re-thinking, radical transformation

Move up and across the food-chain: hyper-collaborate, converge!

Old logic is deadly - review your assumptions, discover next logic

Media is moving from ownership to access: SoLoMoCloudVid :)

Data is the new Oil. THINK. ACT. And be careful:) 

Trust & Technology are intertwined

Add new, irresistible values around the core, all the time

“Sometimes happiness is a blessing, but normally it is a conquest” 
( A veces la felicidad es una bendición, pero generalmente es una conquista)Summary
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Visit FuturistGerd.com or GerdCloud.com to download my PDFs 

(and many others incl. my free books)
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